
314 Electronic Chess and handheld games.

Challenging Games for Everyone
RadioShack's electronic games offer more challenge, realism and excitement than ever before. Our chess games are great

playing companions for even the most seasoned pros. Finicky fish and realistic goif course conditions make our sports games

hard to beat, and you'll love our line of classic arcade and casino games.

Closes for travel

Enn Portable Chess & Checkers
for game players on the go
Take it anywhere-folding case makes it easy to
carry to work, school, or on trips. 73 levels of chess,
16 levels of checkers. Chess features clock, teaching
mode and a "HINT" button. Take back 2 moves.
Library of opening moves-try a variety of play
styles. Play challenger or computer. LCD shows piece
movement, clock. Save game for later play. Sound
on/off. Uses 3 "AAA" batteries. 60-2219 29.99
Extra set of checker pieces. RSU 12172607 .... 3.29
Extra set of chess pieces. RSU 12172599 3 29

Gone Fishing-catch the big
one that got away
Feel the nibble, set the hook and reel it in! LCD display
shows depth, location, line tension and length. Game
vibrates when the fish start biting. Depth -finder radar
helps you locate fish. Practice mode lets you select
weather, season, time of day, site, type of bat and even
wind and water conditions. Or, take your chances in any
of three challenging tournament games. Realistic sound
effects and voices add to the excitement. Requires 2
"AA" batteries. 60-2682 14.99

It's your tee time!
Talking Golf Tour
Hit the links anytime with this challenging 18 -hole golf
game. Large LCD display shows a view of the course,
swing power and direction, club, wind direction and
shot distance. Hazards include rough, water, bunkers
and sloping fairways. Lifelike sound effects with shot
commentary, cheering crowds, birds and the sound of
your putt rattling the bottom of the cup. Two levels of
play. Requires 3 "AAA" batteries. 60-2684....19.99

Chess Master-great for
players of all skill levels
Fit for a king! Demanding of experts and forgiving toward
beginners-coaching function lets you advance at your
own pace. LCD screen displays piece movements, game
timer and other information. Play against the computer or
challenge another player and let the computer referee. You
can take back up to 30 moves, so you can correct a mistake
or study a sequence of moves. Tournament chess dock, 8"
sensory keyboard. Requires 4 "C" batteries or AC adapter
#273-1767/M. Mi 60-2217 79.99
Extra set of chess pieces. RSU 12045811 8 99

diosha

Companion Chess: affordable
and loaded with features
Learn to play chess-piece by piece! 5 unique
teaching modes let you learn the basic moves and
master the tactics of particular pieces quickly. 64
playing levels provide exciting chess action even for
the experienced player. You can play the computer or
learn as the computer plays itself. Two -player mode
lets you play against a friend while the computer acts
as a referee. LCD screen keeps track of time and
shows piece position and last move. Rule Enforce-
ment, Save Game and Take Back functions included.
Requires 2 "AA" batteries. 60-2216... 39.99
Extra set of chess pieces. RSU 10669133 8 99

Items with an RSU number are available for fast shipment direct to your door from RadioShack Unlimited'. Shipping and pricing information on page 395.


